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Abstract

Power-saving is a critical issue for almost all kinds of portable devices. In this paper, we consider the design of power-

saving protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) that allow mobile hosts to switch to a low-power sleep mode.

The MANETs being considered in this paper are characterized by unpredictable mobility, multi-hop communication,

and no clock synchronization mechanism. In particular, the last characteristic would complicate the problem since a

host has to predict when another host will wake up to receive packets. We propose three power management protocols,

namely dominating-awake-interval, periodically-fully-awake-interval, and quorum-based protocols, which are directly

applicable to IEEE 802.11-based MANETs. As far as we know, the power management problem for multi-hop

MANETs has not been seriously addressed in the literature. Existing standards, such as IEEE 802.11, HIPERLAN, and

bluetooth, all assume that the network is fully connected or there is a clock synchronization mechanism. Extensive

simulation results are presented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed protocols.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Computing and communication anytime, any-

where is a global trend in today�s development.
Ubiquitous computing has been made possible by

the advance of wireless communication technology

and the availability of many light-weight, compact,

portable computing devices. Among the various
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network architectures, the design of mobile ad hoc

network (MANET) has attracted a lot of attention

recently. A MANET is one consisting of a set of

mobile hosts which can communicate with one
another and roam around at their will. No base

stations are supported in such an environment, and

mobile hosts may have to communicate with each

other in a multi-hop fashion. Applications of MA-

NETs occur in situations like battlefields, major di-

saster areas, and outdoor assemblies. It is also a

prospective candidate to solve the ‘‘last-mile’’ prob-

lem for broadband Internet service providers [1].
ed.
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One critical issue for almost all kinds of por-

table devices supported by battery powers is power

saving. Without power, any mobile device will

become useless. Battery power is a limited re-

source, and it is expected that battery technology is

not likely to progress as fast as computing and
communication technologies do. Hence, how to

lengthen the lifetime of batteries is an important

issue, especially for MANET, which is supported

by batteries only.

Solutions addressing the power-saving issue in

MANETs can generally be categorized as follows:

• Transmission power control: In wireless commu-
nication, transmission power has strong impact

on bit error rate, transmission rate, and inter-

radio interference. These are typically contradict-

ing factors. In [2], power control is adopted to

reduce interference and improve throughput on

the MAC layer. How to determine transmission

power of each mobile host so as to determine the

best network topology, or known as topology

control, is addressed in [3–5]. How to increase

network throughput by power adjustment for

packet radio networks is addressed in [6].

• Power-aware routing: Power-aware routing pro-

tocols have been proposed based on various

power cost functions [7–11]. In [7], when a mo-

bile host�s battery level is below a certain thresh-

old, it will not forward packets for other hosts.
In [10], five different metrics based on battery

power consumption are proposed. Ref. [11] con-

siders both hosts� lifetime and a distance power

metric. A hybrid environment consisting of bat-

tery-powered and outlet-plugged hosts is consid-

ered in [8]. Two distributed heuristic clustering

approaches for two multi-casting are proposed

in [9] to minimizing the transmission power.
• Low-power mode: More and more wireless de-

vices can support low-power sleep modes. IEEE

802.11 [12] has a power-saving mode in which a

radio only needs to be awake periodically. HI-

PERLAN allows a mobile host in power-saving

mode to define its own active period. An active

host may save powers by turning off its equal-

izer according to the transmission bit rate.
Comparisons are presented in [13] to study the

power-saving mechanisms of IEEE 802.11 and
HIPERLAN in ad hoc networks. Bluetooth

[14] provides three different low-power modes:

sniff, hold, and park. Other references include

[15–21].

This paper studies the management of power-

saving (PS) modes for IEEE 802.11-based MA-

NETs and thus falls into the last category of the

above classification. We consider MANETs which

are characterized by multi-hop communication,

unpredictable mobility, no plug-in power, and no

clock synchronization mechanism. In particular,

the last characteristic would complicate the prob-
lem since a host has to predict when another host

will wake up to receive packets. Thus, the protocol

must be asynchronous. As far as we know, the

power management problem for multi-hop MA-

NETs has not been addressed seriously in the lit-

erature. Existing standards, such as IEEE 802.11

and HIPERLAN, do support PS modes, but as-

sume that the MANET is fully connected. Blue-
tooth also has low-power modes, but is based on a

master–slave architecture, so time synchronization

is trivial. The works [18,19] address the power-

saving problem, but assume the existence of access

points. A lot of works have focused on multi-hop

MANETs on issues such as power-aware routing,

topology control, and transmission power control

(as classified above), but how to design PS mode is
left as an open problem.

Two major challenges that one would encounter

when designing power-saving protocols are: clock

synchronization and the neighbor discovery. Clock

synchronization in a multi-hop MANET is diffi-

cult since there is no central control and packet

delays may vary due to unpredictable mobility and

radio interference. PS modes are typically sup-
ported by letting low-power hosts wake up only in

specific time. Without precise clocks, a host may

not be able to know when other PS hosts will wake

up to receive packets. Further, a host may not be

aware of a PS host at its neighborhood since a PS

host will reduce its transmitting and receiving ac-

tivities. Such incorrect neighbor information may

be detrimental to most current routing protocols
because the route discovery procedure may incor-

rectly report that there is no route even when

routes actually exist with some PS hosts in the
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middle. These problems will be discussed in more

details in Section 2.

In this paper, we propose three asynchro-

nous power management protocols for multi-hop

MANETs, namely dominating-awake-interval, pe-

riodically-fully-awake-interval, and quorum-based

protocols. We target ourselves at IEEE 802.11-

based LAN cards. The basic idea is twofold. First,

we enforce PS hosts sending more beacon packets

than the original IEEE 802.11 standard does.

Second and most importantly, we carefully ar-

range the wake-up and sleep patterns of PS hosts

such that any two neighboring hosts are guaran-

teed to detect each other in finite time even under
PS mode.

Based on our power-saving protocols, we then

show how to perform unicast and broadcast in an

environment with PS hosts. Simulation results are

presented, which show that our protocols can save

lots of powers when the traffic load is not high.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section 3,
we present our power-saving protocols. Unicast,

broadcast and routing protocols based on our

power-saving mechanisms are in Section 4. Simu-

lation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6

concludes this paper.
2. Preliminaries

In this section, we start with a general review on

power-saving works, followed by detailed design

of PS mode in IEEE 802.11. Then we motivate our

work by pointing out some problems connecting

to PS mode in multi-hop MANETs.

2.1. Reviews of power mode management protocols

Several power management protocols have been

proposed for MANET in [15,16,20,21]. The power-

aware multi-access protocol with signalling (PA-

MAS) [15] protocol allows a host to power its

radio off when it has no packet to transmit/receive

or any of its neighbors is receiving packets, but a

separate signalling channel to query neighboring
hosts� states is needed. Ref. [16] provides several

sleep patterns and allows mobile hosts to select
their sleep patterns based on their battery status

and quality of service, but a special hardware,

called remote activated switch (RAS), is required

which can receive wakeup signals even when the

mobile host has entered a sleep state. A connected-

dominated-set-based power-saving protocol is
proposed in [20]. Some hosts must serve as coor-

dinators, which are chosen according to their

remaining battery energies and the numbers of

neighbors they can connect to. In the network,

only coordinators need to keep awake; other hosts

can enter the sleeping mode. Coordinators are re-

sponsible of relaying packets for neighboring

hosts. With a similar idea, a grid-based energy-
saving routing protocol is proposed in [21]. With

the help of GPS, the area is partitioned in to small

subareas called grids, in each of which only one

host needs to remain active to relay packets for

other hosts in the same grid.

A page-and-answer protocol is proposed in [18]

for wireless networks with base stations. A base

station will keep on sending paging messages
whenever there are buffered packets. Each mobile

host powers up periodically. However, there is no

time synchronization between the base station

and mobile hosts. On reception of paging mes-

sages, mobile hosts return acknowledgements,

which will trigger the base station to stop paging

and begin transmitting buffered packets. After

receiving the buffered packets, mobile hosts re-
turn to power-saving mode, and the process re-

peats. When the system is too heavily loaded, the

base station may spend most of its time in

transmitting buffered packets, instead of paging

messages. This may result in long packet delays

for power-saving hosts. A theoretical analysis of

[18] is in [22]. Several software power-control

issues for portable computers are discussed in
[17]. How to combine power management and

power control for wireless cards is addressed

in [19].

2.2. Power-saving modes in IEEE 802.11

IEEE 802.11 [12] supports two power modes:

active and power-saving (PS) modes. The protocols
for infrastructure networks and ad hoc networks

are different. Under an infrastructure network,
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there is an access point (AP) to monitor the mode

of each mobile host. A host in the active mode is

fully powered and thus may transmit and receive

at any time. On the contrary, a host in the PS

mode only wakes up periodically to check for

possible incoming packets from the AP. A host
always notifies its AP when changing modes. Pe-

riodically, the AP transmits beacon frames spaced

by a fixed beacon interval. A PS host should

monitor these frames. In each beacon frame, a

traffic indication map (TIM) will be delivered,

which contains ID�s of those PS hosts with buf-

fered unicast packets in the AP. A PS host, on

hearing its ID, should stay awake for the remain-
ing beacon interval. Under the contention period

(i.e., DCF), an awake PS host can issue a PS-

POLL to the AP to retrieve the buffered packets.

While under the contention-free period (i.e., PCF),

a PS host will wait for the AP to poll it. Spaced by

a fixed number of beacon intervals, the AP will

send delivery TIMs (DTIMs) within beacon frames

to indicate that there are buffered broadcast
packets. Immediately after DTIMs, the buffered

broadcast packets will be sent.

Under an ad hoc network, PS hosts also wake

up periodically. ATIM frames, instead of TIM

frames, are sent. The ATIM frame is a subtype of

the management frame, which contains frame

control, duration, destination address, source ad-

dress, BSSID, sequence control, and FCS fields.
However, the frame body field of the ATIM frame

is null. The short interval that PS hosts wake up to

transmit/receive ATIM frames to/from other hosts

is called the ATIM window. It is assumed that

hosts are fully connected and all synchronized, so

the ATIM windows of all PS hosts will start at

about the same time. In the beginning of each

ATIM window, each host will contend to send a
beacon frame. Any successful beacon serves as the

purpose of synchronizing hosts� clocks. This bea-

con also inhibits other hosts from sending their

beacons. To avoid collisions among beacons, a

host should wait a random number of slots be-

tween 0 and 2� CWmin � 1 before sending out its

beacon.

After the beacon, a host with buffered unicast
packets can send a directed ATIM to each of its

intended receivers in PS mode during the ATIM
window to inform the receivers that there are

buffered packets for them. A directed ATIM

should be acknowledged immediately. If no ac-

knowledgement is received, the ATIM shall be

retransmitted using the DCF access procedure. A

station transmitting an ATIM shall remain awake
for the entire current beacon interval. If a station

has buffered mutlicast frames, it shall transmit an

appropriate addressed multi-cast ATIM. Multi-

cast ATIM frames shall not be acknowledged.

Immediately following the ATIM window, a sta-

tion shall begin transmitting buffered multi-cast

frames. Following the transmission of multi-cast

frames, unicast packets can then be sent based on
the DCF access procedure. If a mobile host is

unable to transmit its ATIM frame in the current

ATIM window or has extra buffered packets, it

should retransmit ATIMs in the next ATIM win-

dow. To protect PS hosts, only RTS, CTS, ACK,

Beacon, and ATIM frames can be transmitted

during the ATIM window.

Fig. 1 shows an example, where host A wants to
transmit a packet to host B. During the ATIM

window, an ATIM frame is sent from A to B. In

response, B will reply with an ACK. After the

ATIM window finishes, A can try to send out its

data packet.
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2.3. Problem statement

The PS mode of IEEE 802.11 is designed for a

single-hop (or fully connected) ad hoc network.

When applied to a multi-hop ad hoc network,
three problems may arise. All these will pose a

demand of redesigning the PS mode for multi-hop

MANET.

(A) Clock synchronization: Since IEEE 802.11

assumes that mobile hosts are fully connected, the

transmission of a beacon frame can be used to

synchronize all hosts� beacon intervals. So the

ATIM windows of all hosts can appear at around
the same time without much difficulty. In a multi-

hop MANET, clock synchronization is a diffi-

cult job because communication delays and

mobility are all unpredictable, especially when the

network scale is large. Even if perfect clock syn-

chronization is available, two temporarily parti-

tioned subnetworks may independently enter PS

mode and thus have different ATIM timing. With
the clock-drifting problem, the ATIM windows of

different hosts are not guaranteed to be synchro-

nous. Thus, the ATIM window has to be re-

designed.

(B) Neighbor discovery: In a wireless and mobile

environment, a host can only be aware by other

hosts if it transmits a signal that is heard by the

others. For a host in the PS mode, both its chances
to transmit and to hear others� signals are reduced.
As reviewed above, a PS host must compete with

other hosts to transmit its beacon. A host will

cancel its beacon frame once it hears other�s bea-

con frame. This may run into a dilemma that hosts

are likely to have inaccurate neighborhood infor-

mation when there are PS hosts. Thus, many ex-

isting routing protocols that depend on neighbor
information may be impeded.

(C) Network partitioning: The above inaccurate

neighbor information may lead to long packet

delays or even network-partitioning problem. PS

hosts with unsynchronized ATIM windows may

wake up at different times and may be partitioned

into several groups. These conceptually parti-

tioned groups are actually connected. Thus, many
existing routing protocols may fail to work in their

route discovery process unless all hosts are awaken

at the time of the searching process.
3. Power-saving protocols for MANET

In this section, we present three asynchronous

power-saving protocols that allow mobile hosts to

enter PS mode in a multi-hop MANET. According
to the above discussion, we derive several guide-

lines in our design:

• More beacons: To prevent the inaccurate-neigh-

bor problem, a mobile host in PS mode should

insist more on sending beacons. Specifically, a

PS host should not inhibit its beacon in the

ATIM window even if it has heard others� bea-
cons. This will allow others to be aware of its

existence. For this reason, our protocols will

allow multiple beacons in an ATIM window.

• Overlapping awake intervals: Our protocols do

not count on clock synchronization. To resolve

this problem, the wake-up patterns of two PS

hosts must overlap with each other no matter

how much time their clocks drift away.
• Wake-up prediction: When a host hears another

PS host�s beacon, it should be able to derive

that PS host�s wake-up pattern based on their

time difference. This will allow the former to

send buffered packets to the later in the future.

Note that such prediction is not equal to clock

synchronization since the former does not try

to adjust its clock.

Based on the above guidelines, we propose three

power-saving protocols, each with a different

wake-up pattern for PS hosts. PS hosts� wake-up
patterns do not need to be synchronous. For each

PS host, it divides its time axis into a number of

fixed-length intervals called beacon intervals. In

each beacon interval, there are three windows
called active window, beacon window, and MTIM

window. During the active window, the PS host

should turn on its receiver to listen to any packet

and take proper actions as usual. The beacon

window is for the PS host to send its beacon, while

the MTIM window is for other hosts to send their

MTIM frames to the PS host. Our MTIM frames

serve the similar purpose as ATIM frames in IEEE
802.11; here we use MTIM to emphasize that the

network is a multi-hop MANET. Excluding these

three windows, a PS host with no packet to send or
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Fig. 2. Structure of a beacon interval: (a) active, beacon, and

MTIM windows and (b) access procedure.

Fig. 3. Structures of odd and even intervals in the dominating-

awake-interval protocol.

Fig. 4. An example where host B will always miss A�s beacons.
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receive may go to the sleep mode. Fig. 2(a) shows

an example structure of a beacon interval.

The following notations are used throughout

this paper:

• BI: length of a beacon interval,

• AW: length of an active window,

• BW: length of a beacon window,

• MW: length of an MTIM window, where

MW>BW.

We should comment at this point that the

structure of a beacon interval may vary for dif-
ferent protocols (to be elaborated later). The il-

lustration in Fig. 2(a) is only one of the several

possibilities. In the beacon window (resp., MTIM

window), hosts can send beacons (resp., MTIM

frames) following the DCF access procedure. Each

transmission must be led by a SIFS followed by a

random delay ranging between 0 and 2� CWmin �
1 slots. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

3.1. Protocol 1: dominating-awake-interval

The basic idea of this approach is to impose a

PS host to stay awake sufficiently long so as to

ensure that neighboring hosts can know each

otherand, if desire, deliver buffered packets. By

‘‘dominating-awake’’, we mean that a PS host
should stay awake for at least about half of BI in

each beacon interval. This guarantees any PS

host�s beacon window to overlap with any neigh-

boring PS host�s active window, and vice versa.
This protocol is formally derived as follows.

When a host decides to enter the PS mode, it di-

vides its time axis into fixed-length beacon inter-

vals, each of length BI. Within each beacon, the

lengths of all three windows (i.e., AW, BW, and

MW) are constants. To satisfy the ‘‘dominating-
awake’’ property, we enforce that AWP
BI=2þ BW. The sequence of beacon intervals is

alternatively labeled as odd and even intervals. Odd

and even intervals have different structures as de-

fined below (see the illustration in Fig. 3):

• Each odd beacon interval starts with an active

window. The active window is led by a beacon
window and followed by an MTIM window.

• Each even beacon interval also starts with an

active window, but the active window is termi-

nated by an MTIM window followed by a bea-

con window.

It is not hard to see that by imposing the active

window occupying at least half of each beacon
interval, we can guarantee that two hosts� active
windows always have some overlapping. However,

why we have different structures for odd and even

beacon intervals remains obscure. Let us consider

Fig. 4, where beacon windows always appear at
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protocol with fully-awake intervals arrive every p ¼ 4 beacon

intervals.
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the beginning of beacon intervals. In this case, host

A can hear host B�s beacons, but B always misses

A�s beacons. On the contrary, as Fig. 3 shows, A

can hear B�s beacons at odd intervals, and B can

hear A�s beacons at even intervals.
Earlier we imposed the condition AWPBI=2þ

BW. The following theorem provides a formal

proof on the correctness of this protocol (proof

available in Appendix A).

Theorem 1. The dominating-awake-interval proto-
col guarantees that when AWPBI=2þ BW, a PS
host’s entire beacon window always overlaps with
any neighboring PS host’s active window in every
other beacon interval, no matter how much time
their clocks drift away.

The above theory guarantees that a PS host is

able to receive all its neighbors� beacon frames in

every two beacon intervals, if there is no collision

in receiving the latter�s beacons. Since the response
time for neighbor discovery is pretty short, this

protocol is suitable for highly mobile environ-

ments.

3.2. Protocol 2: periodically-fully-awake-interval

The previous protocol requires PS hosts keep

active more than half of the time, and thus is not
energy-efficient. To reduce the active time, in this

protocol we design two types of beacon intervals:

low-power intervals and fully-awake intervals. In a

low-power interval, the length of the active win-

dow is reduced to the minimum, while in a fully-

awake interval, the length of the active window is

extended to the maximum. Since fully-awake in-

tervals need a lot of powers, they only appear
periodically and are interleaved by low-power in-

tervals. So the energy required can be reduced

significantly.

Formally, when a host decides to enter the PS

mode, it divides its time axis into fixed-length

beacon intervals of length BI. The beacon intervals

are classified as low-power and fully-awake inter-

vals. The fully-awake intervals arrive periodically
every p intervals, and the rest of the intervals are

low-power intervals. The structures of these bea-

con intervals are defined as follows:
• Each low-power interval starts with an active

window, which contains a beacon window fol-

lowed by an MTIM window, such that

AW¼BW+MW. In the rest of the time, the

host can go to the sleep mode.
• Each fully-awake interval also starts with a bea-

con window followed by an MTIM window.

However, the host must remain awake in the

rest of the time, i.e., AW¼BI.

Intuitively, the low-power intervals are for a PS

host to send out its beacons to inform others about

its existence. The fully-awake intervals are for a PS
host to discover who are in its neighborhood. It is

not hard to see that a fully-awake interval always

has overlapping with any host�s beacon windows,

no matter how much time their clocks drift away.

By collecting other hosts� beacons, the host can

predict when its neighboring hosts will wake up.

Fig. 5 shows an example with p ¼ 4 intervals. So

hosts A�s and B�s beacons always have chances to
reach the other�s active windows. Proof of the

following theorem is in Appendix B.

Theorem 2. The periodically-fully-awake-interval
protocol guarantees that a PS host’s beacon win-
dows overlap with any neighbor’s fully-awake in-
tervals in every p beacon intervals, no matter how
much time their clocks drift away.

Compared to the previous dominating-awake-

interval protocol, which requires a PS host to stay

awake more than half of the time, this protocol

can save more power as long as p > 2. However,

the response time to get aware of a newly ap-

pearing host could be as long as p beacon intervals.

So this protocol is more appropriate for slowly
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tions of two PS hosts� quorum intervals, (b) host A�s quorum

intervals, and (c) host B�s quorum intervals.
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mobile environments. One way to reduce the re-

sponse time is to decrease the value of p to fit one�s
need.

3.3. Protocol 3: quorum-based

In the previous two protocols, a PS host has to

contend to send a beacon in each beacon interval.

In this section, we propose a protocol based on the

concept of quorum, where a PS host only needs to

send beacons in Oð1=nÞ of the all beacon intervals.

Thus, when transmission takes more powers than

reception, this protocol may be more energy-effi-

cient. The concept of quorums has been used
widely in distributed system design (e.g., to guar-

antee mutual exclusion [23–26]). A quorum is a set

of identities from which one has to obtain per-

mission to perform some action [23]. Typically,

two quorum sets always have non-empty inter-

section so as to guarantee the atomicity of a

transaction. Here we adopt the concept of quorum

to design PS hosts� wakeup patterns so as to
guarantee a PS host�s beacons can always be heard

by others� active windows. This is why our pro-

tocol is named so.

The quorum structure of our protocol is as

follows. The sequence of beacon intervals is di-

vided into sets starting from the first interval such

that each continuous n2 beacon intervals are called

a group, where n is a global parameter. In each
group, the n2 intervals are arranged as a 2-

dimensional n� n array in a row-major manner.

On the n� n array, a host can arbitrarily pick one

column and one row of entries and these 2n� 1

intervals are called quorum intervals. The remain-

ing n2 � 2nþ 1 intervals are called non-quorum
intervals.

Before proceeding, let us make some observa-
tion from the quorum structure. Given two PS

hosts that are perfectly time-synchronized, it is not

hard to see that their quorum intervals always

have at least two intersecting beacon intervals (see

the illustration in Fig. 6(a)). This is due to the fact

that a column and a row in a matrix always have

an intersection. Thus, two PS host may hear each

other on the intersecting intervals. However, the
above reasoning is not completely true since we do

not assume that hosts are time-synchronized. For
example, in Fig. 6(b) and (c), host A selects in-

tervals on row 0 and column 1 as its quorum in-

tervals from a 4 · 4 matrix, while host B selects

intervals on row 2 and column 2 as its quorum

intervals. When perfectly synchronized, intervals 2
and 9 are the intersections.

The structures of quorum and non-quorum in-

tervals are formally defined below:

• Each quorum interval starts with a beacon win-

dow followed by an MTIM window. After that,

the host must remain awake for the rest of the

interval, i.e., AW¼BI.
• Each non-quorum interval starts with an

MTIM window. After that, the host may go

to the sleep mode, i.e., we let AW¼MW.

The protocol guarantees the following property

(proof in Appendix C).

Theorem 3. The quorum-based protocol guarantees
that a PS host always has at least two entire beacon
windows that are fully covered by another PS host’s
active windows in every n2 beacon intervals.

The quorum-based protocol has advantage in

that it only transmits in Oð1=nÞ of the beacon in-

tervals (on the contrary, the earlier two protocols

have to transmit a beacon in every interval). In
addition, it also keeps awake in Oð1=nÞ of the time.

As long as nP 4, this amount of awaking time is

less than 50%. So this protocol is more energy-

efficient when transmission cost is high. The

backside is that a PS host may learn its vicinity at

lower speed and that it might be more expensive to

implement.



Table 1

Characteristics of the proposed power-saving protocols

Protocol Number of beacons Active ratio Neighbor sensitivity

Dominated-awake 1 1=2þ BW=BI BI

Periodically-fully-awake 1 1=p p � BI=2

Quorum-based ð2n� 1Þ=n2 ð2n� 1Þ=n2 ðn2=4Þ � BI
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3.4. Summary

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the

three proposed power-saving protocols. ‘‘Number

of beacon’’ indicates the average number of bea-

cons that a host need to transmit in each beacon

interval, ‘‘Active ratio’’ indicates the ratio of time
that a PS host needs to stay awake while in the PS

mode, and ‘‘neighbor sensitivity’’ indicates the

average time that a PS host takes to hear a newly

approaching neighbor�s beacon. As Table 1 shows,

the quorum-based protocol spends least power

in transmitting beacons. The periodically-fully-

awake-interval and the quorum-based protocols�
active ratios can be quite small as long as p and
n, respectively are large enough. The dominated-

awake-interval protocol is most sensitive to neigh-

bor changes, while the quorum-based protocol is

least sensitive.
4. Unicast and broadcast protocols for power-saving

hosts

This section discusses how a host sends packets

to a neighboring PS host. Since the PS host is not

always active, the sending host has to predict when

the PS host will wake up, i.e., when the latter�s
MTIM windows will arrive. To achieve this, each

beacon packet has to carry the clock value of the
Table 2

Timing of MTIM windows of the proposed protocols

Protocol MTIM wind

Dominated-awake ½ð2mþ 1Þ �
½2m� BIþ B

Periodically-fully-awake ½m� BIþ BW

Quorum-based ½m� BIþ BW

½m� BI;m�
sending host so that other hosts can calculate their

time differences. Table 2 summarizes when MTIM

windows arrive in the proposed protocols, where m
is any non-negative integer.

Since all the hosts in theMANET adopt the same

power-saving protocol, the patterns of their MTIM

windows are similar, except that their clocks might

be different. Consider any two asynchronous
mobile hosts A andB.Without loss of generality, let

A�s clock be faster than B�s clock by DT ls.
Whenever host A�s MTIM window arrives, host A

can predict that host B�s MTIM window will arrive

DT ls later; host B can predict that host A�s MTIM

window arrived DT ls before its own MTIM win-

dow arrives. If the quorum-based protocol is

adopted, a host first predicts when another host�s
quorum interval starts and then can also predict the

latter�s MTIM windows in a similar manner.

After correctly predicting the receiving side�s
MTIM windows, the sending side can contend to

send MTIM packets to notify the receiver during

the receiver�s MTIM window, after which the

buffered data packet can be sent. Below, we discuss

how unicast and broadcast are achieved.

4.1. Unicast

This is similar to the procedure in IEEE802.11�s
PS mode. During the receiver�s MTIM window,

the sender contends to send its MTIM packet to
ow�s timing

BIþ BW; ð2mþ 1Þ � BIþ BWþMW� (odd int.)

I=2�MW; 2m� BIþ BI=2� (even int.)

;m� BIþ BWþMW�

;m� BIþ BWþMW� (quorum int.)

BIþMW� (non-quorum int.)
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the receiver. The receiver, on receiving the MTIM

packet, will reply an ACK after an SIFS and stay

awake in the remaining of the beacon interval.

After the MTIM window, the sender will contend

to send the buffered packet to the receiver based on

the DCF procedure.

4.2. Broadcast

The situation is more complicated for broad-

casting since the sender may have to deal with

multiple asynchronous neighbors. To reduce the

number of transmissions, we need to divide these

asynchronous neighbors into groups and notify
them separately in multiple runs. The steps are de-

scribed below. Note that here the broadcast is not

designed to be 100% reliable at the MAC layer

(reliable broadcast may be supported at a higher

layer).

When a source host S intends to broadcast a

packet, it first checks the arrival time of the MTIM

windows of all its neighbors. Then S picks the
host, say Y, whose first MTIM window arrives

earliest. Based on Y�s first MTIM window, S fur-

ther picks those neighbors whose MTIM windows

have overlapping with Y�s first MTIM window.

These hosts, including Y, are groups together and

S will try to notify them in one MTIM frame (note

that such MTIM frames need not be acknowl-

edged due to the unreliable assumption). After
notifying these neighbors, the source S can con-

tend to send its buffered broadcast packet to this

group. Broadcast packets should be sent based on

the DCF procedure too. After this transmission, S

considers the rest of the neighbors that have not

been notified yet in the previous MTIM and re-

peats the same procedure again to initiate another

MTIM frame and broadcast packet. The process is
repeated until all its neighbors have been notified.

A neighbor, on receiving an MTIM carrying a

broadcast indication, should remain awake until a

broadcast packet is received or a timeout value

expires (here we recommend a timeout value equal

to one beacon interval be used, but this can also be

an adjustable parameter during system configura-

tion).
We comment that most traditional on-demand

routing protocols, such as DSR [27] and AODV
[28], rely on broadcasting route request packets to

discover new routes. If hosts� clocks are not well

synchronized, some PS hosts may miss the request

packets. With our broadcasting protocol, the route

request packets can be received, though with some

delays. At the destination side, unicast can be used
to send the route reply packets. When PS hosts in

the chosen route receive the route reply packet, it

can go to the active mode.
5. Simulation experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed
power-saving protocols, we have developed a

simulator using C. In the simulations, we assume

that the area size is 1000 m · 1000 m, and the

transmission radius is 250 m (under such an en-

vironment, the average distance between hosts is

around 3.2 hops). Hosts� transmission rate is 2

Mbits/s, and the battery power of each mobile host

is 100 J. The MAC part basically follows the IEEE
802.11 standard [12], except the power manage-

ment part. We adopt AODV as our routing pro-

tocol. The source and the destination of each route

are randomly selected. Four parameters are tun-

able in our simulations:

• Traffic load: Routes are generated by a Poisson

distribution with rate between 1 and 4 routs/s.
For each route, 10 packets, each of size 1 kby-

tes, will be sent.

• Mobility: Host mobility follows the random

way-point model. The pause time is set to 20 s.

When moving, a host will move at a speed be-

tween 0 and 20 m/s.

• Beacon interval: The length of one beacon inter-

val is 100–400 ms.
• Number of hosts: The total number of mobile

hosts in the MANET is 50–200 hosts.

Basically, each simulation lasts for 100 s.

However, when measuring the survival ratio of

hosts in the MANET, the simulation will last until

all the hosts have run out of energies. Each result is

obtained from the average of 100 simulation runs.
The confidence level shown in the figures is at

95% with the confidence interval of ðX � 1:96r=10;



Table 4

Traffic-related parameters used in the simulation

Unicast packet size 1024 bytes

Broadcast packet size 32 bytes

Beacon window size 4 ms

MTIM window size 16 ms
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X � 1:96r=10Þ, where X is the mean and r is the

standard deviation of the samples. For simplicity,

we assume that all hosts are in the PS mode. To

make comparison, we also simulate an ‘‘always-

active’’ scheme in which all hosts are active all the

time.
Four performance metrics are used in the sim-

ulations:

• Neighbor discovery time: Average time to dis-

cover a newly approaching neighbor.

• Survival ratio: The number of surviving hosts

over the total number of hosts. (A host is said

to be surviving if its power is not exhausted yet.)
• Route establishment probability: The total num-

ber of successfully established routes over the

total number of requests.

• Route request/reply delay: The time from the

source host initiating the route request packet

to the time the destination host receiving the

packet and the time the reply is sent from the

destination to the source.

The data packet transmission delay is not ob-

served in our simulation, because when a route is

established, all the hosts in the route should be

switched to the active mode and thus the data

packet transmission delay of our schemes should

be similar to that of the ‘‘always-active’’ scheme.

The power model in [29] is adopted, which is ob-
tained by real experiments on Lucent WaveLAN

cards. Table 3 summarizes the power consumption

parameters used in our simulations. Sending/re-

ceiving a unicast/broadcast packet has a cost

Pbase þ Pbyte � L, where Pbase is the power con-

sumption independent of packet length, Pbyte is the
power consumption per byte, and L is the packet

length. When sending a packet of the same size,
unicast consumes more power than broadcast be-
Table 3

Power consumption parameters used in the simulation

Unicast send 454þ 1:9� L lJ/packet
Broadcast send 266þ 1:9� L lJ/packet
Unicast receive 356þ 0:5� L lJ/packet
Broadcast receive 56þ 0:5� L lJ/packet
Idle 843 lJ/ms

Doze 27 lJ/ms
cause it needs to send and receive extra control
frames (RTS, CTS, and ACK). The last two entries

indicate the consumption when a host has no send/

receive activity and is in the active mode and PS

mode, respectively. As can be seen, staying in the

active mode is much more energy-consuming.

The traffic-related parameters are summarized in

Table 4.

In the following subsections, we show how
beacon interval, mobility, traffic load, and host

density affect the performance of the proposed

power-saving protocols. For simplicity, the domi-

nating-awake-interval protocol is denoted as D,

the periodically-fully-awake-interval protocol with

parameter p is denoted as P(p), the quorum-based

protocol with parameter n is denoted as Q(n), and
the ‘‘always active’’ scheme is denoted as AA.
5.1. Impact of beacon interval length

The length of beacon intervals has impact on

hosts� sensitivity to environmental changes, power

consumptions, route establishment probabilities,

and route request/reply delays. However, these are

contradicting factors. To observe its impact, we
vary the beacon interval length between 100 and

400 ms. As Fig. 7 shows, longer beacon intervals

only slightly increase the neighbor discovery time

for schemes D and P (5), but have more significant

impact on schemes Q(5). Overall, scheme D has the

shortest neighbor discovery time, which is subse-

quently followed by P (5) and Q(5).
Fig. 8 shows that longer beacon intervals may

lengthen the lifetime of the MANET, because the

ratio of awake time for each host becomes smaller.

However, longer beacon intervals may increase the

broadcasting (and thus route discovery) cost. This

will be shown in the next requirement. Overall,

scheme P (5) has the longest network lifetime,

which is subsequently followed by Q(5) and D.



(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Route request/reply delay vs. beacon interval length: (a)

route request delay, and (b) route reply delay (100 hosts, traffic

load¼ 1 route/s, moving speed¼ 5 m/s).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Host survival ratio vs. beacon interval length: (a) bea-

con interval¼ 100 ms, and (b) beacon interval¼ 400 ms (100

hosts, traffic load¼ 1 route/s, moving speed¼ 5 m/s).

Fig. 7. Neighbor discovery time vs. beacon interval length (100

hosts, traffic load¼ 1 route/s, mobility¼ 5 m/s).
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Fig. 9 shows the impact of beacon interval
length over route request/reply delays. With longer

beacon interval, it takes longer time to wake up

hosts. For example, in the route discovery proce-

dure, a host may have to send broadcasts to

multiple groups of neighbors. The number of

groups usually increases as the interval increases.

As Fig. 9 shows, Q(5) has the least delays in route

request and reply because it transmits less beacons
and thus causes less contentions and collisions.
Scheme D also has very low delay. Scheme P (5)
has the highest delays in both route request and

reply.

Fig. 10 shows the impact of beacon interval

length on route establishment probability. Longer

beacon intervals do decrease the probability. This
is because longer beacon intervals will increase the

time to deliver the route request packets to the

destination, and unfortunately, at the time when

the route reply packets are issued, the desired

route may have become broken. In terms of route

establishment probability, the differences between

the three schemes are insignificant.

5.2. Impact of mobility

Mobility has a negative impact on survival ratio,

route establishment probability, and route request/

reply delays. To observe its effect, we vary hosts�
moving speed between 0 and 20 m/s.

Fig. 11 shows the impact of mobility on survival

ratio. Mobility will incur high energy consumption
because hosts may spend more power on retrans-

mitting packets. Among the four schemes, mobil-



(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Route request/reply delay vs. mobility: (a) route re-

quest delay, and (b) route reply delay (beacon interval¼ 100

ms, 100 hosts, traffic load¼ 1 route/s).

Fig. 13. Route establishment probability rate vs. mobility

(beacon interval¼ 100 ms, 100 hosts, traffic load¼ 1 route/s).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Survival ratio vs. mobility: (a) moving speed¼ 0 m/s,

and (b) moving speed¼ 20 m/s (beacon interval¼ 100 ms, 100

hosts, traffic load¼ 1 route/s).

Fig. 10. Route establishment probability vs. beacon interval

length (100 hosts, traffic load¼ 1 route/s, moving speed¼ 5

m/s).
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ity has the least impact on AA because it takes the
least extra power to retransmit unicast packets.

Fig. 12 shows that as the moving speed in-

creases the route request/reply delays also increase.

However, the impact is insignificant. In terms of

transmission delay, scheme AA performs the best,

which is subsequently followed by Q(5), D and

then P (5). Scheme AA performs the best because

the sender needs not to wait for the receiver to
become active.
Fig. 13 shows the impact of mobility on the

route establishment probability. Among the four

schemes, the AA scheme performs the best and the

D scheme performs the worst. P (5) and Q(5) are

close to each other. Recall that the D scheme has

the most accurate neighbor list. This simulation
result indicates that the accuracy of neighbor list is

not so important for the route establishment
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probability because a host missing a route request

may hear the same request from other neighbors,

and route request is typically done by flooding.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Survival ratio vs. traffic load: (a) traffic load¼ 1 route/

s, and (b) traffic load¼ 4 routes/s (beacon interval¼ 100 ms, 100
5.3. Impact of traffic load

Traffic load also has a negative effect to survival

ratio, route establishment probability, and route

request/reply delays. To observe its impact, we

vary the traffic load between 1 and 4 routes/s.

As Fig. 14 shows, when the traffic load becomes

higher, the route establishment probability be-

comes lower because heavier traffic will cause more

collisions and congestions. Among the four
schemes, the AA scheme performs the best and the

Q(5) scheme performs the worst. D and P (5) are

close to each other. Fig. 15 shows the impact of

traffic load on network lifetime. It is reasonable to

see that higher traffic load will reduce the network

lifetime.
hosts, mobility¼ 5 m/s).
5.4. Impact of host density

In this experiment, we fix the network size and

vary the total number of hosts between 50 and 200.

The impact on route establishment probability is

in Fig. 16. We see that when the host density be-

comes higher, the route establishment probability

somehow gets hurt. In a denser network, collision

and congestion may become reasons that cause
route establishment failure. Overall, AA performs

the best and the Q(5) scheme performs the worst. D
and P (5) are close to each other.
Fig. 14. Route establishment probability vs. traffic load (bea-

con interval¼ 100 ms, 100 hosts, mobility¼ 5 m/s).

Fig. 16. Route establishment probability vs. host density

(beacon interval¼ 100 ms, traffic load¼ 1 route/s, moving

speed¼ 5 m/s).
Fig. 17 shows that a higher node density will
bring down the network lifetime. We note that

although the traffic load is the same, the broadcast

cost to discover routes will become higher. When a

route request is issued, not only more hosts will

help searching for routes, but also the broadcast

cost in each individual host will become higher as

the network is denser.



(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. Survival ratio vs. node density: (a) 50 hosts, and (b)

200 hosts (beacon interval¼ 100 ms, traffic load 1 route/s,

mobility¼ 5 m/s).
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have addressed the power

management problem in a MANET, which is

characterized by unpredictable mobility, multi-

hop communication, and no clock synchroniza-

tion. We have pointed out two important issues,

the neighbor discovery problem and the network-
partitioning problem, which may occur if one di-
rectly adopts the PS mode defined in the IEEE

802.11 protocol. As far as we know, the power-

saving issues, particularly for multi-hop MA-

NETs, have not been addressed seriously in the

literature. In this paper, we have proposed three

power-saving protocols for IEEE 802.11-based,

multi-hop, unsynchronized MANETs. Simulation

results have shown that our power-saving proto-
cols can save lots of energies with reasonable route

establishment probability. Among the three pro-

posed protocols, the dominating-awake-interval

protocol is most energy-consuming but has

the shortest neighbor discovery time, while the

periodical-fully-awake-interval protocol is most

energy-saving but has the longer route discovery
delays. The quorum-based protocol consumes

more energies than the periodical-fully-awake-

interval protocol, but it transmits fewer beacon

frames than the other two protocols and has

shorter route discovery delays. We believe that the

proposed protocols can be applied to current
IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN cards easily with little

modification.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1

It suffices to prove the theorem under the con-

dition AW ¼ BI=2þ BW. Consider any two
asynchronous mobile hosts A and B. Without loss

of generality, let A�s clock be faster than B�s clock
by DT ¼ k � BIþ Dt, where 06Dt < BI and kP 0

is an integer. In the following derivation, let us use

A�s clock as a reference to derive B�s clock. As-

suming that n and m are non-negative integers, we

can derive the following timings for A and B.

• A�s active windows: ½n� BI; n� BIþ BI=2þ
BW�.

• A�s beacon windows in odd intervals: ½ð2mþ
1Þ � BI; ð2mþ 1Þ � BIþ BW�.

• A�s beacon windows in even intervals: ½2m�
BIþ BI=2; 2m� BIþ BI=2þ BW�.

• B�s active windows: ½n� BIþ DT ; n� BIþ
BI=2þ BWþ DT �.

• B�s beacon windows in odd intervals: ½ð2mþ
1Þ � BIþ DT ; ð2mþ 1Þ� BIþ BWþ DT �.

• B�s beacon windows in even intervals: ½2m�
BIþ BI=2þ DT ; 2m� BIþ BI=2þ BWþ DT �.

Below, we prove that for host A, in every pair

(odd and even) of beacon intervals, there is at least

one entire beacon window overlapping with host
B�s active window, and vice versa. This is done by

showing that the former�s beacon window will
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start later than the later�s active window, and ter-

minates earlier than the later�s active window. We

separate from two cases.

• Case 1: 06Dt6BI=2
1. Consider B�s odd ((2mþ 1)th) interval. We

prove that B�s beacon window will be cov-

ered by A�s (2mþ 1þ k)th active window.

The following derivation shows that B�s bea-
con window starts later than A�s active win-

dow:

ð2mþ 1þ kÞ � BI

6 ð2mþ 1þ kÞ � BIþ Dt

¼ ð2mþ 1Þ � BIþ k � BIþ Dt

¼ ð2mþ 1Þ � BIþ DT ;

and the following shows that B�s beacon

window ends earlier than A�s active window:

ð2mþ 1Þ � BIþ BWþ DT

¼ ð2mþ k þ 1Þ � BIþ BWþ Dt

6 ð2mþ k þ 1Þ � BIþ BI=2þ BW:

2. Consider A�s even ((2m)th) interval. We

prove that A�s beacon window will be cov-

ered by B�s (2m� k)th active window. The

following derivation shows that A�s beacon

window starts later than B�s active window:

ð2m� kÞ � BIþ DT

¼ ð2m� kÞ � BIþ k � BIþ Dt

6 2m� BIþ BI=2;

and the following shows that A�s beacon

window ends earlier than B�s active window:

2m� BIþ BI=2þ BW

6 2m� BIþ BI=2þ BWþ Dt

¼ ð2m� kÞ � BIþ BI=2

þ BWþ k � BIþ Dt

¼ ð2m� kÞ � BIþ BI=2þ BWþ DT :

• Case 2: BI=2 < Dt < BI, assume that Dt ¼
BI=2þ Dd; 0 < Dd < BI=2
1. Consider B�s even ((2m)th) interval. We prove

that B�s beacon windowwill be covered byA�s
(2mþ 1þ k)th active window. The following

derivation shows that B�s beacon window

starts later than A�s active window:

ð2mþ 1þ kÞ � BI

< ð2mþ 1þ kÞ � BIþ Dd

¼ 2m� BIþ BI=2þ k � BI

þ ðBI=2þ DdÞ
¼ 2m� BIþ BI=2þ DT ;

and the following shows that B�s beacon

window ends earlier than A�s active window:

2m� BIþ BI=2þ BWþ DT

¼ 2m� BIþ BI=2þ BWþ k � BI

þ ðBI=2þ DdÞ
¼ ð2mþ 1þ kÞ � BIþ BWþ Dd

< ð2mþ 1þ kÞ � BIþ BI=2þ BW:

2. Consider A�s odd ((2mþ 1)th) interval. We

prove that A�s beacon window will be cov-

ered by B�s (2m� k)th active window. The

following derivation shows that A�s beacon

window starts later than B�s active window:

ð2m� kÞ � BIþ DT

¼ ð2m� kÞ � BIþ k � BIþ Dt

< ð2mþ 1Þ � BI;

and the following shows that A�s beacon

window ends earlier than B�s active window:

ð2mþ 1Þ � BIþ BW

< 2m� BIþ BI=2þ BWþ ðBI=2þ DdÞ
¼ ð2m� kÞ � BIþ BI=2

þ BWþ k � BIþ ðBI=2þ DdÞ
¼ ð2m� kÞ � BIþ BI=2þ BWþ DT :
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 2

Consider any two asynchronous mobile hosts A
and B. Without loss of generality, let A�s clock be

faster than B�s clock by DT ¼ k � BIþ Dt, where
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06Dt < BI and k is a non-negative integer. In the

following derivation, let us use A�s clock as a ref-

erence to derive B�s clock. Assuming that n is a

non-negative integer and the fully-awake intervals

arrive periodically every p intervals, we can derive

the following timings for A and B.

• A�s active windows: ½n� p � BI; ðn� p þ 1Þ�
BIþ BWþMW�.

• A�s beacon windows: ½n� BI; n� BIþ BW�.
• B�s active windows: ½n� p � BIþ DT ; ðn� pþ

1Þ � BIþ BWþMWþ DT �.
• B�s beacon windows: ½n� BIþ DT ; n� BIþ

BWþ DT �.

Below, we prove that for host A, in every p beacon

intervals, there is at least one entire beacon win-

dow overlapping with host B�s active window, and
vice versa. This is done by showing that the for-

mer�s beacon window will start later than the la-
ter�s active window, and terminates earlier than the

later�s active window.

• Consider B�s (n� p � k)th interval. We prove

that B�s beacon window will be covered by A�s
(n� p)th active window. The following deriva-

tion shows that B�s beacon window starts later

than A�s active window:

n� p � BI

6 ðn� p � kÞ � BIþ k � BIþ Dt

¼ ðn� p � kÞ � BIþ DT ;

and the following shows that B�s beacon win-

dow ends earlier than A�s active window:

ðn� p � kÞ � BIþ BWþ DT

¼ n� p � BIþ BWþ Dt

< ðn� p þ 1Þ � BIþ BWþMW:

• Consider A�s (n� p þ k þ 1)th interval. We

prove that A�s beacon window will be covered

by B�s (n� p)th active window. The following

derivation shows that A�s beacon window starts

later than B�s active window:

n� p � BIþ DT ¼ ðn� p þ kÞ � BIþ Dt

< ðn� p þ k þ 1Þ � BI;
and the following shows that A�s beacon win-

dow ends earlier than B�s active window:
ðn� p þ k þ 1Þ � BIþ BW

< ðn� p þ 1Þ � BIþ BWþMWþ k � BI

þ Dt

¼ ðn� p þ 1Þ � BIþ BWþMWþ DT :
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 3

Consider any two asynchronous mobile hosts A

and B. Without loss of generality, let A�s clock be

faster than B�s clock by DT ¼ k � BIþ Dt, where
06Dt < BI and kP 0 is an integer.

Assume that A picks row r1 and column c1 as its
quorum intervals, while B picks row r2 and column

c2 as its quorum intervals, where 06 r1; c1; r2;
c2 < n.

In the following derivation, let us use A�s
clock as a reference to derive B�s clock. Assume

that a, x, and y are non-negative integers, 06 x,
y < n. We can derive the following timings for A

and B.

• A�s active window in its chosen row: ½ða� n2þ
r1 � nÞ�BI; ða� n2 þðr1 þ 1Þ� nÞ�BIþMW�.

• A�s active window in its chosen column:

½ða� n2 þ y � nþ c1Þ �BI; ða� n2 þ y � nþ c1þ
1Þ �BIþMW�.

• A�s beacon window in its chosen row:

½ða� n2 þ r1 � nþ xÞ�BI; ða� n2 þ r1 � nþ xÞ�
BIþBW�.

• A�s beacon window in its chosen column:

½ða� n2 þ y� nþ c1Þ�BI; ða� n2 þ y� nþ c1Þ�
BIþBW�.

• B�s active window in its chosen row:

½ða � n2 þ r2 � nÞ � BI þ DT ; ða � n2 þ ðr2 þ 1Þ
�nÞ � BI þMW þ DT �.

• B�s active window in its chosen column:

½ða � n2 þ y � n þ c2Þ � BI þ DT ; ða � n2 þ y �
n þ c2 þ 1Þ � BI þMW þ DT �.

• B�s beacon window in its chosen row:

½ða � n2 þ r2 � n þ xÞ � BI þ DT ; ða � n2 þ r2 �
n þ xÞ � BI þ BW þ DT �.
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• B�s beacon window in its chosen column:

½ða2 þ y � n þ c2Þ � BI þ DT ; ða � n2 þ y � nþ
c2Þ � BIþ BWþ DT �.

Below, we prove that for host A, in every n2

beacon intervals, there are at least two beacon

windows overlapping with host B�s active window,
and vice versa. This is done by showing that two

of the former�s beacon windows will start later

than the later�s active windows, and terminate

earlier than the later�s active windows. Assume

that c1 � k ¼ �p � nþ u, c2 þ k ¼ q� nþ v, where
p, q, u, and v are non-negative integers, 06 v,
u < n.
� We prove that one of B�s beacon window in its

chosen column will be covered by A�s active win-

dow in its chosen row.

Consider B�s (a� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2)th in-

terval in its chosen column. We prove that B�s
beacon window will be covered by A�s active

window in its chosen row. The following deriva-
tion shows that B�s beacon window starts later

than A�s active window:

ða� n2 þ r1 � nÞ � BI

6 ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ q� nþ vÞ � BIþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2 þ kÞ � BIþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2Þ � BIþ DT ;

and the following shows that B�s beacon window

ends earlier than A�s active window:

ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2Þ � BIþ BWþ DT

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2 þ kÞ � BIþ BW

þ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ r1 � nþ vÞ � BIþ BWþ Dt

6 ða� n2 þ ðr1 þ 1Þ � nÞ � BIþMW:

� We prove that one of B�s beacon window in its

chosen row will be covered by A�s active window

in its chosen column.

Consider B�s (a� n2 þ r2 � nþ u)th interval in

its chosen row and A�s (a� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ�
nþ c1)th interval in its chosen column. We prove

that B�s beacon window will be covered by A�s
active window. The following derivation shows
that B�s beacon window starts later than A�s active
window:

ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1Þ � BI

6 ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1 � kÞ � BI

þ k � BIþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � n� p � nþ uÞ � BIþ DT

¼ ða� n2 þ r2 � nþ uÞ � BIþ DT ;

and the following shows that B�s beacon window

ends earlier than A�s active window:

Since uþ k ¼ p � nþ c1 )
ða� n2 þ r2 � nþ uÞ � BIþ BWþ DT

¼ ða� n2 þ r2 � nþ uþ kÞ � BIþ BWþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1Þ � BIþ BWþ Dt

< ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1 þ 1Þ � BIþMW:

� We prove that one of A�s beacon window in its

chosen column will be covered by B�s active win-

dow in its chosen row.

––if ð0 < u < nÞ )
Consider A�s (a� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1)th in-

terval in its chosen column. We prove that A�s
beacon window will be covered by B�s active win-

dow in its chosen row. The following derivation
shows that A�s beacon window starts later than B�s
active window:

Since k ¼ p � nþ c1 � u )

ða� n2 þ r2 � nÞ � BIþ DT

¼ ða� n2 þ r2 � nþ kÞ � BIþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1 � uÞ � BIþ Dt

< ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1Þ � BI;

and the following shows that A�s beacon window

ends earlier than B�s active window:

Since p � nþ c1 ¼ k þ u )

ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1Þ � BIþ BW

6 ða� n2 þ r2 � nþ k þ uÞ � BIþ BWþ Dt
¼ ða� n2 þ r2 � nþ uÞ � BIþ BWþ DT
< ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ 1Þ � nÞ � BIþMWþ DT :

––if ðu ¼ 0Þ )
Consider A�s (a� n2 þ ðr2 þ p þ 1Þ � nþ c1)th

interval in its chosen column. We prove that A�s
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beacon window will be covered by B�s active win-

dow in its chosen row. The following derivation

shows that A�s beacon window starts later than B�s
active window:

Since k ¼ p � nþ c1 )
ða� n2 þ r2 � nÞ � BIþ DT

¼ ða� n2 þ r2 � nþ kÞ � BIþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ pÞ � nþ c1Þ � BIþ Dt

6 ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ p þ 1Þ � nþ c1Þ � BI;

and the following shows that A�s beacon window

ends earlier than B�s active window:

ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ p þ 1Þ � nþ c1Þ � BIþ BW

6 ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ 1Þ � nþ kÞ � BIþ BWþ Dt

< ða� n2 þ ðr2 þ 1Þ � nÞ � BIþMWþ DT :

� We prove that one of A�s beacon window in its

chosen row will be covered by B�s active window in

its chosen column.

––if ð06 v < n� 1Þ )
Consider A�s (a� n2 þ r1 � nþ vþ 1)th interval

in its chosen row and B�s (a� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ�
nþ c2)th interval in its chosen column. We prove

that A�s beacon window will be covered by B�s
active window. The following derivation shows

that A�s beacon window starts later than B�s active
window:

ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2Þ � BIþ DT

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ q� nþ vÞ � BIþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ r1 � nþ vÞ � BIþ Dt

< ða� n2 þ r1 � nþ vþ 1Þ � BI;

and the following shows that A�s beacon window

ends earlier than B�s active window:

ða� n2 þ r1 � nþ vþ 1Þ � BIþ BW

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ q� nþ vþ 1Þ � BI

þ BW

< ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2 þ k þ 1Þ � BI

þMWþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � qÞ � nþ c2 þ 1Þ � BIþMW

þ DT :

––if ðv ¼ n� 1Þ )
Consider A�s (a� n2 þ r1 � n)th interval in its

chosen row and B�s (a� n2 þ ðr1 � q� 1Þ�
nþ c2)th interval in its chosen column. We prove

that A�s beacon window will be covered by B�s ac-
tive window. The following derivation shows that

A�s beacon window starts later than B�s active
window:

ða� n2 þ ðr1 � q� 1Þ � nþ c2Þ � BIþ DT

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � q� 1Þ � nþ q� nþ vÞ � BI

þ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � 1Þ � nþ vÞ � BIþ Dt

< ða� n2 þ r1 � nÞ � BI;

and the following shows that A�s beacon window
ends earlier than B�s active window:

ða� n2 þ r1 � nÞ � BIþ BW

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � q� 1Þ � nþ q� nþ vþ 1Þ
� BIþ BW

< ða� n2 þ ðr1 � q� 1Þ � nþ c2 þ k þ 1Þ � BI

þMWþ Dt

¼ ða� n2 þ ðr1 � q� 1Þ � nþ c2 þ 1Þ � BI

þMWþ DT :
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